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Hello, and welcome to the very first edition of our new magazine, The Main Street 
Monthly! The idea for doing a magazine that encompasses all that we do across all 
of our TMSM outlets has been in the works for some time now, and it’s finally here.  
Reader feedback is so important to us, and with keeping that in mind, we are now 
doing a monthly magazine featuring all the best of what our Main Streeters want 
to see.  The Main Street Monthly will primarily focus on Disney, but we will also be 
bringing you sections from TMSM Geek for Marvel and Star Wars, and Off TMSM 
as well which will be about other forms of entertainment in and around the Orlando 
area.  

When we started The Main Street Mouse back in 2010, we never anticipated all that 
it would entail or where we would go with the new venture.  Here it is 5 years later, 
and we’ve made the move from Michigan to Florida, have an excellent staff, amazing 
followers, and are ready to take TMSM to the next level.  We are so blessed and honored 
that you’ve chosen to stick by us through this journey, and are very proud to bring 
you our newest project, The Main Street Monthly.  We thank our staff who helped us 
put this together, and look forward to bringing you quality information each month.  
Thanks again so much, we hope you enjoy what we’ve all put together for you!

Editors / Co Owners ~ The Main Street Monthly
The Main Street Mouse
Off TMSM
TMSM Geek 

Special thanks to~
Holly Wiencek
Disney Image Makers ~ Bill Sferrazza and Eric Weber
Corey Tucker
Greg Smoot
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Janet Crosby
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           July 2015 - Events

The Magic Kingdom
July 3rd - 4th Disney’s Celebrate America! - A Fourth of 
July Concert in the Sky at 9:00 p.m.

Epcot
Sounds Like Summer Concert Series:

June 27-July 4: Don’t Look Back-A Tribute to Boston 
July 5 - 11: Fire & Ice - A Tribute to Pat Benatar
July 12 - 18: Stayin’ Alive - A Tribute to the Bee Gees
July 19 - 25: Hotel California - A Salute to the Eagles

The Sounds Like Summer Concert Series is free with 
paid admission to Epcot. The concerts are held in the 
American Gardens Theater at 5:30, 6:45 and 8:00 p.m. daily.

Disney’s Hollywood Studios

Frozen Summer Fun 2015
Dates: June 17, 2015 - September 07, 2015

Events
Frozen Royal Welcome - 10:30am, 1:30pm
 
For The First Time in Forever:  A “Frozen”  Sing-
Along Celebration
9:30am, 11:30am, 12:30pm, 2:30pm, 3:30pm, 
4:30pm, 5:30pm, 6:30pm 7:30pm 8:30pm 

Frozen Fever
10:00am - 30 minutes prior to Park Closing

Olaf ’s Summer Cool Down
11:30am, 12:30pm, 2:30pm, 3:30pm, 4:30pm, 
5:30pm

“Coolest Summer Ever” Dance Party
5:45pm - 9:30pm Daily

“Frozen” Fireworks Spectacular
9:30pm

*”Frozen” Fireworks Spectacular will not be shown on July 04, 
2015.  Their will be a fireworks presentation at 10:15 pm.
**All times subject to change
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Disney’s Animal Kingdom
No special events are scheduled for July 2015 at 
Disney’s Animal Kingom.  

Downtown Disney/Disney Springs
No special events are scheduled for July 2015.  
Guests should expect onging construction as 
Downtown Disney transforms to Disney Springs. 
STK - Orlando, the only spot at Downtown Disney 
that offers rooftop dining is expcted to open later in 
2015.  Also, Morimoto Asia, the first pan-American 
restaurant from celebrity chef,  Massaharu 

Morimoto will debut sometime at the end of 2015. 

Typhoon Lagoon
Teen Beach 2 Beach Party now through July 5, 2015.

To celebrate the release of the Disney Channel 
original film, Teen Beach 2, there will be a daily 
beach party.  The party takes place on the shore 
of the Typhoon Lagoon Surf Pool and features a 
DJ spinning the music and they will have beach-
themed games to entertain the kids of all ages.  

Future Events

Epcot’s 20th International 
Food & Wine Festival 
Begins September 25th, 2015
Ends November 16, 2015

Magic Kingdom - The 33rd Year of the 
Night of Joy concert.
September 11, 2015
September 12, 2015

Magic Kingdom - Mickey’s Not So Scary 
Halloween Party
September - 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 27
October - 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 
23, 25, 27, 29, 31
November - 1

Magic Kingdom - Mickey’s Very Merry 
Christmas Party
November - 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 29
December - 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18 

The Main Street Mouse Yearly Meet-Up 
October 17, 2015
Stay tuned for details!!!
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       Deliciously Disney
The Yachtsman Steakhouse

Disney’s Yacht Club Resort
by Greg Smoot

To celebrate our 10th anniversary, I booked the Yachtsman Steakhouse for dinner and we had the 
most wonderful experience.  We arrived at 6:15pm for our 6:45pm reservation and were seated in 
less than ten minutes.  

As you enter the restaurant, the butchers table is on your left in a temperature controlled room and 
the finish kitchen is in front of you 
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Once seated our host for the evening presented us with very special anniversary menus.  After we made 
our selections, she returned to our table and presented us with our menus wrapped neatly in a bow.

Bread Basket
There are two types of bread that are brought to your table.  One is a fluffy sourdough roll, and the other 
(my personal favorite) is an onion pull apart.  They are paired with fresh butter topped with Australian 
sea salt and a roasted garlic spread.  

 

Appetizer
For the appetizer, we chose the Four Cheese Ravioli (Truffle Artichoke Conserva/ Beef Bolognese/ 
Pistachio Pesto) $16
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Although dainty in appearance, these small bites provided a very hearty and robust combination of flavors.  In 
addition to their intense flavor, this dish was surprisingly light and provided just enough substance to satisfy the 
tinge of hunger setting in.  The only negative was that there were only four ravioli in the dish so it would be hard 
to share with more than two people.

Main Course
We elected to share the 21 day dry aged 18oz Kansas City Strip (Twice Baked Potato/ Black Garlic Aioli/ 
Chimichurri) $59

As well as a side of Truffle Macaroni and Cheese (Orrechiette Pasta/ Reypanaer) $12

There are very few foods in this world that can compare to the properly aged and prepared cut of meat that was 
as flawless as this Kansas City Strip.  The combination of Black Garlic Aioli and the flame seared exterior were 
nothing short of sublime.  Not to mention the fact that, because of the 21 day dry age, you could practically cut 
this steak with a butter knife.  As ordered, it was served medium-well and all but melted in your mouth.

Once we returned from our unearthly journey, it was time to try the twice baked potato.   We were not disappointed.  
This expertly seasoned and prepared starch proved to be the perfect pairing for the steak that we selected.  Due to 
the twice baked element, the outer part of the potato was almost crispy while the inside remained light and moist.
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The Truffle Mac & Cheese proved to be equally impressive.  This dish ranks in the top 5 Best Mac & Cheese I have 
ever eaten.  The blend of al dente noodles, creamy white cheddar, fried onion straws, and white truffle oil, produces 
a decadent pairing that is sure to impress.  One thing that somewhat intrigued me was that, due to the truffle oil, 
it had a slight aroma of seared scallops.  

Dessert
In honor of our anniversary, our server brought a sampler of three types of dessert.  A gelatin-style cube of cherry 
puree rolled in sugar, a chocolate macaroon, and a Cookies and Cream truffle.

This sampler was just the right amount of sweet treats.  Often times, we choose to skip dessert because they are 
very rich and we do not like to overpower the main course flavors that still linger.  However, what made this dessert 
even more special is that it was not listed on the menu.

Our total bill for the two of came to $110.00 including tip.  This was a great way to experience some of Disney’s 
finer dining while not going too extravagant.  

Below I have rated our experience on a scale of 1 – 5 Mickeys.  One being unsatisfactory and five being magical.

Atmosphere: 3 Mickeys
Wait Staff: 4 Mickeys
Location: 4 Mickeys
Cleanliness: 5 Mickeys
Appetizer: 3 Mickeys
Side Item: 4 Mickeys
Main Course: 5 Mickeys
Dessert: 4 Mickeys

Overall, I would rate the Yachtsman Steakhouse as 4 Mickeys out of 5.
While this restaurant may not be a frequent of ours, we will most definitely be back.

Life is short…… Eat well.
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Famous Cobb Salad
The Hollywood Brown Derby

by Holly Wiencek

Let’s face it - dining at the Walt Disney World Resort has become a significant part of the whole Disney vacation 
experience.  With well over 100 restaurants to choose from, guests delight in the wonderful culinary options 
available to them.  For me, I am a tremendous foodie - I not only love to eat around Walt Disney World, I love  
recreating Disney recipes after I get home from my vacation.    

One of my favorite places to dine is The Hollywood Brown Derby. The Hollywood Brown Derby at Disney’s 
Hollywood Studios is an authentic replica of the world-famous Brown Derby Restaurant in Los Angeles, a 
Tinseltown landmark steeped in glitz and glamour. The atmosphere, while a little more formal than some of 
Disney’s other venues, offers a warm and inviting decor rich in mahogany hues and walls adorned with caricatures 
of famous faces - a tradition that began with the original restaurant.  

The upscale atmosphere summons you to the Golden Age of Hollywood and the menu brings timeless dishes to its 
guests as well as an extensive wine list that will tantalize the palate of wine enthusiasts.  But that’s not the biggest 
draw to this wonderful establishment - the famous Cobb Salad is one of the Hollywood Brown Derby’s signature 

dishes that always keeps guests coming back 
for more.  

The Cobb Salad was originally created at 
the Brown Derby in Hollywood, CA  and 
its origin is quite an accident.  As the legend 
goes, late one night in 1937 restaurant 
owner, Robert H. Cobb theater mogul, Sid 
Grauman, prowled the restaurant’s kitchen 
for a midnight snack.  Hastily chopped and 
arranged from leftovers they found within 
the huge refrigerator - a head of lettuce, 
watercress, avocado, tomatoes, cold breast of 
chicken, hard boiled eggs, cheese, crumbled 
bacon and some old-fashioned French 
dressing - the Cobb Salad was born.

The creation was so good that Grauman 
asked his friend to recreate the ‘Cobb Salad’ 
the next day which became a permanent 
staple on the menu of the famed Hollywood 
eatery.  Cobb’s midnight invention became 
an overnight sensation with Derby regulars 
and the establishment has since sold more 
than four million Cobb salads.  

What’s Cooking?
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Now, you don’t have to visit The Hollywood Brown Derby in Los Angeles, or even Disney’s Hollywood Studios 
to get a taste of this world-famous salad.  Thanks to the lovely Pam Brandon, Disney Parks Food Writer, and The 
Disney Chefs, you can create this delicious salad right in your own home.

Here’s what you will need: 
•  1 cup chopped iceberg lettuce leaves,     
washed and spun dry
• 1 cup chopped chicory leaves or spring 
greens, washed and spun dry
•  1 pound poached chicken or turkey breast, 
finely chopped
• 2 medium-sized ripe tomatoes, peeled, 
seeded and finely chopped
•  1 avocado, peeled, seeded and finely chopped
•  1/2 cup crumbled blue or Roquefort cheese
•  6 strips of bacon, cooked crisp and crumbled
•  3 hard-boiled eggs, peeled and chopped
•  2 tablespoons fresh chives
•  1/2 cup The Hollywood Brown Derby
Old-Fashioned French Dressing 
(Recipe to follow)

Here’s how to prepare:
1. Toss the iceberg and chicory or spring greens together and arrange in a shallow salad bowl or flat platter.
2. In straight and separate lines, arrange the avocados, blue cheese, tomatoes, turkey or chicken, eggs and bacon      

on top of the chopped greens
3. Sprinkle chives in a diagonal lines across the salad. 
4. To serve, present the salad at the table, toss with the dressing on chilled plates.  
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The Hollywood Brown Derby Old-Fashioned French Dressing
•  2 tablespoons water
•  2 tablespoons red wine vinegar
•  1 tablespoon freshly squeezed lemon juice
•  1/2 teaspoon Worchestershire sauce
•  1/2 teaspoon salt, or to taste
•  1/2 teaspoon minced garlic
•  1/4 teaspoon sugar
•  1/8 teaspoon freshly ground pepper, or to taste
•  1/8 teaspoon dry English mustard
•  1/3 cup vegetable oil
•  2 tablespoons olive oil

1. In a small bowl, whisk together the water, red wine vinegar, lemon juice, Worchestershire sauce, salt, 
garlic, sugar, pepper and dry mustard until well blended.

2. Whisking constantly, add the vegetable oil and olive oil in a steady stream until the dressing is emulsified.
3. Store dressing covered and chilled until ready to serve.  Whisk the dressing to blend just before serving.  

Wine Pairing:  New Zealand or California Sauvignon Blanc
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A World of Resorts
Port Orleans Riverside Resort

by Holly Wiencek

Disney has a way of transporting guests to a different locale whether you are in the parks or in one of the many 
elaborately themed resorts.  At the Port Orleans Riverside Resort, guests discover a place where the simple pleasures 
of life and the genteel feel of southern hospitality is abound.  Situated along the banks of the Sassagoula River, this 
picturesque resort evokes the grandeur of the “Old South” with its stately plantation-style mansions and rustic 
cajun cottages surrounded by magnolia trees and massive southern oaks. 

The Port Orleans Riverside Resort sits on 200 lush acres and 
is reminiscent of the days of river boats and garden parties 
in rural Louisiana towns found along the Mississippi River. 
Meander lush, perfectly manicured walkways through 
camellia and rose bushes to its two distinct areas, Magnolia 
Bend and Alligator Bayou, each offering the tranquility and 
charm of the Bayou and the Antebellum south.

Disney’s Port Orleans Riverside resort offers more upscale 
amenities than Disney’s value-tiered resorts do.   The vast 
main lobby area, the Sassagoula Steamboat Company, is 
modeled after of an old riverboat depot and  is home to 
Riverside Mill  Food Court and Boatwright’s Dining Hall 
- each serving up southern specialties daily, the Medicine 
Show  Arcade, River Roost Lounge  and  Fulton’s General 
Store gift shop.

The resort features several water sports opportunities 
such as fishing or Pirate Adventure Cruises and also offers 
relaxing horse-drawn carriage rides along the scenic banks 
of the Sassagoula River for an escape of everyday hustle and 
bustle.

All of the amenities at both Port Orleans Resorts – French 
Quarter and Riverside, are shared, so guests are able to hop 
between resorts to enjoy everything they have to offer, easily 
making it one of the best of Disney’s moderate resorts.

Port Orleans Riverside Resort Rooms
The rooms at the Port Orleans Riverside are approximately 314 sq. ft and have 2 queen beds or one king sized 
bed.  Maximum capacity for each room is 4, or 2 in a king bed room.  Each room features dark wood accents 
surrounded by the muted blues, mossy greens with headboards that reflect the scenes from around the resort.  Each 
room offers a small refrigerator, armoire, table and two chairs, an open closet area, wall safe and a vanity with a 
double sink that is separate from the bathroom area.
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Room categories at the Port Orleans Riverside Resort include Standard View, Water View, River View, Pool View 
and Garden View.  Looking for something a little more magical?  The newly refurbished Royal Guest Rooms offer 
well-appointed rooms with a royal flair themed around Princess Tiana of Maldonia from Disney’s animated film, 
“The Princess and the Frog.”

Dining

Riverside Mill:  This quaint foot court is themed after a southern cotton mill complete with working gears that 
are powered by the authentic reproduction water wheel located outside.  The Riverside Mill food court offers six 
separate stations featuring american cuisine with a cajun flair.  The stations offer something to satisfy any palette 
from burgers, pasta, pizzas, chicken dishes, a carving station, a salad station and fresh baked goods. There is also 
a grab-and-go area for snacks, sandwiches, beverages and desserts for guests on the go.

Boatwright’s Dining Hall: This rustic shipyard warehouse is reminiscent of the Big Easy and the N’alwins 
flavor.  Enjoy table-service dining and savor the flavor of New Orleans cuisine like Cajun crawfish bites, gumbo 
and jambalaya .  Other entrees include voodoo chicken, sweet tea-brined pork chops, prime rib or andouille-
crusted catfish. For dessert, Bananas Foster angel food cake, bread pudding and pecan pie are favorites among 
guests.

Boatwright’s Dining Hall is only open for dinner and reservations are recommended but not always 
necessary.  Reservations can be made 180 days in advance of your arrival. 

River Roost Lounge – Offering a full bar, River Roost is a great place to relax and unwind and enjoy the comical 
delights of cabaret performer Yehaa Bob while sipping on the lounge’s signature cocktail – the Southern Hurricane.

Muddy Rivers Pool Bar – This hidden gem offers an outdoor patio area surrounded by a lush wooded area as often 
found in the old south. Located on Ol’ Man Island, this poolside bar offers specialty drinks to savor, - like Miss 
Melonie’s Colada - as the kids splash in the nearby pool.



Amenities

Pools – The Port Orleans Riverside offers 6 pools throughout its vast acreage. Modeled after and old fashioned 
swimming hole, the main pool is located on Ol’ Man Island which gained its inspiration from the story of Tom 
Sawyer, and is a 3.5 acre hideaway featuring a 95-foot sawmill waterside to entertain guests of all ages.  Kids delight 
in the various falling water stations and kiddie splash pool and there is even a hot tub for the adults to relax and 
enjoy a little downtime.  

The five remaining pools on the property are considered “quiet” pools. Two pools are located at the Magnolia Bend 
area and the other three can be found in the Alligator Bayou area.  The quiet pools around the resort are often less 
crowded than the Ol’ Man Island making it a great place for adults to soak up the sun.  

Bayou Pirate Adventure – Specifically for ages 4 – 12, young swashbucklers sail down the Sassagoula River and 
hear tales of the legendary Captain Jean Lafitte – one of the most infamous pirates to haunt the waters of New 
Orleans. The Bayou Pirate Cruise departs from the Fishin’ Hole on Ol’ Man Island and is only for wee pirates, 
leaving a little downtime for parents. Cruises are available from 9:30 am to 11:30 am on Sunday, Tuesday and 
Friday. Pricing is $37.00 per child.

Cajun  Campfire 
Activities  -Gather ’round 
the campfire with your entire 
family for stories and roasted 
marshmallows nightly.

Jogging Trail  –  Enjoy  a scenic 
run or walk along the 1.0-mile 
paved  path along the tranquil 
Sassagoula River.

Playground – Located adjacent to 
Ol’ Man Island pool area, kids can 
run and play in a safe environment 
featuring soft and  textured 
surfaces, swings, tunnels and 
slides designed  specifically with 
them in mind.

Fishing  – Guests can enjoy 
traditional cane-pole fishing at the 
Fishin’ Hole at Old Man Island at 
Port Orleans Riverside Resort - a 
favorite pastime in the old south.  
Guests should keep in mind that 
all fishing at Walt Disney World is 
catch and release.
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Horse-Drawn Carriage Rides  – Take in the magnificent scenery with a relaxing ride along the banks of the 
Sassagoula River.  Carriages can accommodate 4 adults or 2 adults and 3 small children.  Carriage rides depart 
from the Riverside Levee Marina and trot along for 25 minutes. Pricing for the horse-drawn carriage rides is $45.00. 
Reservations are recommended and can be made up to 180 days in advance.

During the Christmas Holiday season, the horse-drawn carriage rides turn into a horse-drawn sleigh ride – a 
wonderful holiday treat the whole family can enjoy!

Bicycle Rentals  – Enjoy a leisurely bike outing along the 1.0 mile paved path at  the banks of the Sassagoula 
River.  Both adult and children’s 
bikes are available – even bikes with 
training wheels. Bikes are offered 
on a first-come, first-served basis 
and helmets and child seats are 
complimentary with bike rentals.

Surrey Bike Rentals – Ride a bike 
the whole family can enjoy. Guests 
can rent a 2-person, 4-person 
or 6-person surrey bike and 
pedal  around the Sassagoula River 
trail.   Surrey bikes rentals are also 
available at the Riverside Levee 
Marina.

Medcine Show Arcade – This arcade 
located in Sassagoula Steamboat 
Company building,  offers  state-
of-the-art video games and air 

hockey for kids’ enjoyment. The games require a Game Card that can be obtained at the kiosk in the arcade, are 
rechargeable and can be used at other Disney resorts.  Guests with a Magic Your Way package receive 100 credits 
for gaming. Some of the games in the Medicine Show Arcade reward players with tickets that can be redeemed for 
prizes.

Shopping

Fulton’s General Store – Located in the Sassagoula Steamboat Company main building, Fulton’s General Store is 
named after steamboat pioneer, Robert Fulton who notably designed and built the first steamboat.  This general 
store carries a wide variety of Disney souvenirs, apparel and accessories, housewares, resort logo wear, plush 
animals as well as snacks and drinks.

Transportation 

Disney Bus Transportation – The Port Orleans Riverside Resort offers bus transportation to transport its guests 
to the Magic Kingdom, Epcot, Hollywood Studios and the Animal Kingdom.  Bus stops are located in front of 
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Colonel’s Cotton Mill Building and various locations around Magnolia Bend and Alligator Bayou.  The buses also 
transport guests to Blizzard Beach, Typhoon Lagoon and Downtown Disney.  Guests that are trying to get to the 
Boardwalk area will either have to board a bus that is heading towards a park or Downtown Disney, and transfer 
to a Boardwalk marked bus.

Water Taxi – The Port Orleans Riverside Resort offers complimentary water taxi transportation to the Downtown 
Disney area, the Old Key West Resort and the Saratoga Springs Resort as well as the Port Orleans French Quarter 
Resort.

Don’t Be That Guy!
On The Main Street Mouse site, one of our most popular blogs is when Michele puts out her list of “Don’t Be That 
Guy” at Disney articles.  This series is just meant to make you smile, or maybe realize you have been that guy and 
didn’t even realize it.  Here is one from Michele:

Line holder Guy ~ This one is becoming more and more popular. Picture it….. You are standing in line for the 
Seven Dwarfs Mine Train. You’ve waited almost an hour in the heat. You see the light at the end of the tunnel, it’s 
almost your turn. Just then, the guy in front of you waves in 27 of his closest friends to hop in line in front of your 
group. This happens ALL the time. Doesn’t quite seem fair to those of us who have been waiting our turn. One 
or two people is fine, but when it’s a family reunion sized crowd, it just makes everyone upset. Don’t do that, the 
people in line behind you will be appreciative!
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 Main Attractions
  The Mexico Pavilion - Epcot

      by Corey Tucker

“But the most exciting and by far the most important part of our Florida project…in fact, 
the heart of everything we’ll be doing in Disney World…will be our Experimental Prototype 

Community of Tomorrow! We call in EPCOT.”    ~ Walter Elias Disney

Left or right? The question we often ask ourselves when we begin our way to the World Showcase. 
To the right we have our northern neighbor, Canada, and to the left we have our southern neighbor, 
Mexico. Which way do you choose? Me, I often like to make my way around the promenade clock-
wise beginning with Mexico.  I just love the look of the 36-foot high pyramid that greets you as you 
cross into World Showcase. 

Along with Canada, France, China, Italy, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom. and the American 
Adventure, Mexico was an opening day country. Collin Campbell, who was a theme park conceptual 
artist, supervised the design of the Mexico pavilion. It was the only pavilion with a ride and this 
became immediately apparent with guests. More rides had been proposed during the planning 
phase but unfortunately had to be eliminated due to cost restraints. Even the Mexico ride had to 
be shortened to budget.

With a composite of Mesoamerican motifs dating 
back to the 3rd century, the pyramid leads into an 
85,000-sqaure foot pavilion.  The serpent heads 
leading up the staircase represent Quetzalcoatl, the 
god of intelligence and self-reflection.  The serpent 
heads also protect the high priest at the top of the 
structure, which in reality is the control booth 
for IllumiNations.  At the base of the pyramid’s 
steps you will find a carving of the Mayan King 
Bird-Jaguar. These types of carvings were used in 
funerals and as territory markers. 

Once inside the pyramid, you’ll enter a room that is 
styled after a Mayan Ceremonial Hall. Here you can 
find the Mexico Folk Art Gallery, which contains 
various displays of Mexican arts and crafts.  The very 
popular Animalés Fantásticos: Spirits in Wood can 
also be found here. This exhibit honors the Oaxacan wood carvers who believe that when they carve a
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wooden figure, they unleash the spirit of the being that is being carved from each piece of wood.  All of the 
figurines are hand carved of wood from a copal tree that is found in the hills of the Oaxacan Valley of Southern 
Mexico. The figures can be grouped into 8 categories that teach you about the daily life and civilization of Oaxacan 
cultures. They are:
 •  Los Comienzos (The Beginning)  
 •  Fiestas (Festivals)
 •  El Mar (The Sea)
 •  La Tierra (The Land)
 •  El Folklor (Folklore)
 •  Amigos (Friends)
 •  Los Angeles y los Santos (Angels and Saints)
 •  El Día de los Muertos (The Day of the Dead)

The Sun Stone leads the way into the Plaza de los Amigos or the Plaza of Friends. 
Made to look like an open-air market in the nighttime, here you can find the 
Fuente de la Vida - the fountain of life. While you walk around take your time to 
shop at some of the various carts and kiosks. If pieces of crystal are your thing, 
go into La Princesa de Cristal and see what’s new inside. This whole area is 
really neat to browse through and take pictures wearing sombreros. Outside the 
pavilion are a few other shopping kiosks like the El Ranchito Del Norte, which 
offers various t-shirts, and the Ring Carvers where you can purchase a unique 
ring that bears your initials. 

If eating and drinking is your goal, the Mexico pavilion is hard to be beat. 
Located inside is the San Angel Inn Restuarante. Here you can dine in the dimly 
lit pavilion and overlook the El Rio del Tiempo (The River of Time). Sit back and 
relax and enjoy traditional fare like Enchiladas or Tacos. Also inside the pavilion 
is La Cava del Tequila, which is a tequila bar that offers over 200 different varities. 
They also have cocktails, beer and wine. Outside and across the way from the 
pavilion is another sit down restaurant, La Hacienda de San Angel. This dining 

experience is also on the waterfront and offers authentic Mexican cuisine and in addition to margaritas.  Another 
option is the counter service spot, La Cantina de San Angel, you can grab a taco, a churro or….a margarita.

If the timing is right, walk over to the right of the 
pavilion and say Hola to everyone’s favorite duck, 
Donald, and get a quick photo and autograph. 
Then be on the lookout for the local band Mariachi 
Cobre. This mariachi band plays the traditional 
music of Jalisco, Mexico. 

On opening day, there was only one ride throughout 
the World Showcase and that was El Rio del Tiempo. 
It was an 8-minute boat ride that brought guests 
through the three cultures of Mexico. These were 
the
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pre-Columbian, the Spanish-Colonial and modern 
Mexico. Three scenes were presented on big screens. 
As guests floated by each screen, representations 
of dances were viewed. The first scene was “Nature 
and Science.”  This scene paid tribute to the ancients 
ancestors and their understanding of man’s association 
with the universe. The second screen was known as 
“Mathematics and Astronomy.” This scene dealt with 
the Mayans and their understanding of the concept 
behind the number zero.  And, finally, the last scene 
was known as “Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca” which 
represented the eternal battle of good and evil. 

Passing through the archway visitors came into the “Festival of Children”. This scene is very reminiscent of “It’s 
a Small World” with child-like audio-animatronics 
showcasing Mexican dancing and music.  The “Day 
of the Dead” scene pays tribute to memories of the 
deceased.  The next scene revealed several screens with 
locals trying to sell the passersby’s goods as the boats 
drifted by. The boat then came into an open room with 
fiber optic fireworks and and the ride’s theme song 
playing throughout. The legendary X. Atencio wrote 
the song that played until coming to the end of the ride.

In 2007, the ride experienced an overhaul. The ride 
had begun to lag in attendance so Disney decided to 
add a few characters to the attraction. The boat ride 
reopened as the “Gran Fiesta Tour Starring the Three 

Caballeros”.  The attraction would now star Donald Duck, José Carioca and Panchito Pistoles from the 1944 
animated feature, “The Three Caballeros” and 
the 1942 movie “Saludos Amigos.”  Much of the 
internal ride structure remained the same. Now 
during the ride we help Panchito and José look 
for Donald and make it to Mexico City in time 
for the concert they are to perform. New scenes 
involving the search for Donald replaced all of 
the films that were shown on the screens in the 
previous version of the attraction. 
That is about it for the history of the World 
Showcase pavilion of Mexico. I hope you 
enjoyed reading it as much as I did writing 
it. Hope to see you again next month for the 
history of Norway pavilion. Until next time!  

ADIOS!
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Frozen Summer Fun kicks off at Disney’s Hollywood Studios
by Michele Atwood and Autumn Barnes

Star Wars weekends are gone at the Studios, and the Frozen 
Summer Fun has begun!  Whether you’re a fan of the 
movie Frozen or not, the festivities at Hollywood Studios 
really are a fun time for the entire family, especially the 
dance party and fireworks.  The iconic Sorcerer’s Hat is 
gone, but this really did make way for better viewing for 
the special fireworks at night.  The Frozen fireworks are 
beautifully choreographed to your favorite music from 
the film, and are absolutely breathtaking.  There is a lot 
more to see and do at Frozen Summer Fun, here’s the 
rundown of events through September 7, 2015~

Frozen Royal Welcome: 
The Royal Welcome parade takes Kristoff, Olaf, Anna, 
Elsa, ice cutters, snow skiers, and other citizens of 
Arendelle, on procession down Hollywood Boulevard. 
The parade pauses twice on it’s route and a “Let It Go” 
sing-along is held on the main event stage at the end. 

Viewing Tips: Try and find a shady spot near the Event Stage so that you can see the sing-along easier. 
Times: 10:30 AM and 1:30 PM
Location: Hollywood Boulevard/Hollywood Boulevard Event Stage

For the First Time in Forever: A 
Frozen Sing-Along Celebration: 
This sing-along show is a great way to 
get out of the heat. The Royal Historians 
of Arendelle (who have jokes!) tell 
guests the story of Elsa and Anna and 
how they saved their country. During 
the show Anna, Elsa, Kristoff and Olaf 
visit to help tell the story, and sing 
the songs of the nation. This show 
does have the option for FastPass+. 
Viewing Tips: Pretty much any spot in 
the theater is a good one. Just remember 
the show is no longer over by the Streets 
of America but in the old American Idol 
Theater.
Times: 9:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 12:30 AM, 2:30 PM, 3:30 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:30 PM, 6:30 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:30 PM 
Location:  Hyperion Theater
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Olaf ’s Summer Cool Down: 
A new addition to Frozen Summer 
Fun, is this roughly 10-minute long live 
dance party with Olaf and the Summer 
Dancers, rocking out the summer to 
heat themed songs on the Event Stage. 
The show’s animatronic Olaf  blinks 
and “talks” while running around the 
stage dancing and singing. He also 
uses his own personal flurry to “cool 
down” the crowd with a huge cloud of 
cold mist near the stage at the end of 
the show. There is no meet and greet for 
this event.

Times: 11:30 AM, 12:30 PM, 2:30 PM, 
3:30 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:30 PM 
Location: Hollywood Boulevard Event 
Stage

“Frozen Fever” Short Film: 
Another great way to get out of the heat is to catch this eight-minute long short. “Frozen Fever” is the 
story of Anna’s first birthday after the events we saw in the movie, “Frozen.”  Elsa, Olaf and Kristoff want to 
make Anna’s day extra special with the best birthday party ever, but Elsa’s cold may cause some problems. 
Times: 10:00 AM- 10:00 PM
(Continuous showings)
Location: ABC Sound Studio

“Coolest Summer Ever” 
Dance Party: 
This nightly dance party on the 
Event Stage will give guests a 
chance to rock out to Frozen dance 
music and other hits every night. 
Hosted by DJ Chill, guests with 
smartphones and other mobile 
devices can request songs they 
want to hear. Guests can also share 
their photos throughout the day 
that could be featured onscreen 
during the party.
Times: 5:45-9:30 PM 
Location: Hollywood Boulevard 
Event Stage
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Frozen Fireworks Spectacular:  
This amazing fireworks display combines a stage show featuring Anna, Elsa, Kristoff and Olaf with a 
“spectacular flurry of awe-inspiring fireworks.” Also know that Fantasmic will run at 9 and 10:30 PM 
most nights during the summer so you will be able to catch both the Frozen Fireworks and Fantasmic. 

Viewing Tips: Though standing near the stage will make it easier to see the character on stage, being farther down 
Hollywood Boulevard will give you a better view of the larger fireworks.
Times: 9:30 PM
Location: Hollywood Boulevard Event Stage

For those interested in an extra ticket item tickets for the  Frozen Summer Fun Premium Package are still available 
for select dates for this limited availability event. The Premium Package runs June 17 to September 7 and includes a 
special viewing area, refreshments during the Royal Welcome and Fireworks and reserved seating for your choice 
of one showing of the Frozen Sing-Along show. This special ticket item is $69 per adult and $39 for children 3 to 9 
and can be booked through Disney Dining online or over the phone.
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What’s In Store?
July Merchandise Finds

by Michele Atwood
One of my favorite things about exploring the various Disney Parks is browsing through the 
different shops.  It seems like every time I look, there are new items being offered, and for a Disney 
Shopaholic like myself, it’s fabulous.  Speaking of fabulous, lets talk about some great new items 
that are featured at one of my favorite Disney stores, The Emporium at the Magic Kingdom.

It seems like charmed locket necklaces are all the rage these days, but you can only find them in 
certain locations or by having a home party like Origami Owl.  Well, to my absolute delight, Disney 
has come up with their own version of these locket necklaces!  Guests can purchase a Mickey head 
shaped locket, with either Mickey or Minnie Mouse charms inside, or a circle version with various 
Cinderella themed charms.  They are priced at around $20.00, which is much cheaper than others 
I’ve seen, and they’re adorable!
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Recently, the Disney Tails line was released across Disney property, and the Emporium has a decent sized selection.  
Disney Tails are accessories geared towards that special pooch in our lives.  You can find dog leashes, collars, bowls, 
squeaky toys and bows, all to take home to your furry friends! They also have a dog collar charm that comes with 
stick on letters, so you can personalize it with your pet’s name.  Merchandise starts at $8.95, and is a great souvenir 
for your puppy at home!
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Inside Out is the latest gem from our friends at Pixar, so of course Disney Parks have Inside Out themed merchandise 
to go accordingly.  The Emporium has a display in the center of the store, featuring Inside Out plush toys, mugs, 
shirts and flashlights that make noise.  You’re bound to find something perfect for the Inside Out fans in your 
house!
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While classic collections of clothing, featuring the older style Disney Characters are always popular, I personally 
love the new shirts that have a little more flare to them.  I’m seeing more and more Disney shirts for women, that 
are more sparkly and edgy, and they’re fantastic.  You can find more modern styled shirts near the back of the 
Emporium. I came across shirts featuring the various Princesses and Minnie as well, starting at $32.95, with some 
sizes going as high as a 2X.  These styles are a fun take on some of your favorite characters! Very feminine and cute!

Finally, we close out this months fashion finds section with some girly Pirate gear.  Not all of us are into Princesses 
and such, some prefer a Pirate edge.  Well, the Emporium is featuring some Pirate themed shirts and accessories 
that’s sure to meet any Pirate fan’s needs.  They have Pirate t-shirts for women, as well as bags and wristlets.  The 
accessories start at $19.99, and the shirts start at $26.95.

Well, that’s it for this month’s What’s in Store section! 
Stay tuned for more great shopping finds next month!
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Downtown Disney
Super Hero Headquarters

by Scott Atwood
Downtown Disney is the place where 
things are changing all the time.  
From new shops and restaurants 
opening, to the new décor and events 
going on,  it’s really become an even 
greater place for family fun.  

One place that opened in May, 
that was very exciting to me, was 
Super Hero Headquarters. This new 
shop opened in conjunction with 
Avengers: Age of Ultron and resides 
in the same shop that use to house 
United World Soccer and is next to 
D-Street.  
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When you walk toward the shop, you see the familiar Marvel Avenger characters in the windows and S.H.I.E.L.D. 
is represented all over the shop. The big S.H.I.E.L.D. logo fills the entire back wall of the store!  You will see two 
mannequins dressed as S.H.I.E.L.D. agents, which makes for a great picture spot.   Once inside the store, they have 
separated it into specific characters.  So if you are an Iron Man fan, you will find all the merchandise related to him 
only.  They also have an area for Thor, Captain America, Guardians of the Galaxy and others.  There are also TV 
screens all over showing scenes from the different movies and also the trailers for the upcoming films from Marvel.

The store has the Avengers Vinylmation, shirts for 
many different characters, limited edition prints, 
Disney pins for trading, coffee mugs, iPhone cases, 
toys and so much more.

Similar to the at the exit of Star Tours at Disney’s 
Hollywood Studios, there is an amazing pictures 
section.  Here you can get your picture taken in 
front of a green screen, and with their software, 
they will replace the head of a Marvel character 
with yours and you will become that character in 
the picture.  They will even let you just try it out to 
see how it looks.  

The décor of the store is awesome. Of course, you 
see all the Avengers and S.H.I.E.L.D. information 
everywhere.  They even have the detail files for 

different characters on the walls.  You can see the most wanted pictures for some of the top villians in the Marvel 
universe including Thanos, Loki, Red Skull and others.  Be ready to have your camera out because there is so much 
to capture in this shop.

This store makes no mention that it’s a Marvel store, but there is no doubt it is.  Marvel is everywhere and this is the 
store for the Marvel Super Fans.  If you are a big fan of S.H.I.E.L.D., this is the store for you.  Next time you are in 
Downtown Disney, make a point to visit the new shop, you never know what you might find while you are in there.
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The Boathouse at The Landing
by Scott Atwood

A new restaurant and attraction recently opened in one of the four planned neighborhoods as 
Downtown Disney is transforming into Disney Springs. It’s called The Boathouse and it is getting 
a lot of attention. 

The Boathouse provides waterfront dining 
in Downtown Disney and the menu boasts 
the best of both land and sea.  They have a 
raw bar for the sushi lovers, superb seafood 
choices and even steaks and chops for the 
meat eaters.  They also have a kids menu 
and an outdoor menu with sandwiches, 
burgers and lobster rolls.  What restaurant 
is complete without dessert?  The Boathouse 
has their key lime pie that is served in 
a mason jar and for the group or just the 
big dessert eater, they have the gargatuan 
Gibson s’mores Baked Alaska that feeds 
four.

The Boathouse features three different bars for guests to enjoy.  The Captain’s Raw Bar, the Admiral’s 
Club Bar and the Dock Bar that overlooks the water.  The Boathouse also has in excess of 300 feet 
of boardwalk that connects all the areas of the restaurant.  On the inside there are three nautically 
themed rooms, including two private dining rooms that seat up to 600 guests.  
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One of the big draws to The Boathouse are the Amphicars.  These classic cars give guests the 
opportunity to drive down the dock and then the car becomes a boat, taking you on a water tour 
of the area.  You can also take the romantic guided tour aboard the Captain’s Italian Water Taxi or 

a 19th century steamboat, The Lady Rose.  Don’t forget about the champagne and chocolate covered 
strawberries to add to the romantic side of the voyage.  Throughout the day there are different 
events you can see from the flag ceremonies to the live bugles performed on board the Lady Rose. 
 The Boathouse is quickly becoming one of the big restaurants and attractions for the new area of 
Disney Springs.  If you are interested in eating there, reservations are recommended and can be 
made at online or by calling (407) WDW-DINE.
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  Outside the Parks
Typhoon Lagoon

by Scott Atwood

Walt Disney World has more to do than most people on a vacation have time for.  It’s very 
overwhelming trying to make sure you get in all you can and not miss out on anything.  Most 
people, when they come to the Walt Disney World Resort, have an agenda to go to the four theme 
parks and pay a visit Downtown Disney.  I don’t blame anyone for that plan, that is the one we 
went with everytime we visited Walt Disney World as well.  There is so much more to do though.  
Through this column we hope to educate readers on other things to experience at Walt Disney 
World while here on vacation.  For the first installment, we are going to talk about Typhoon 
Lagoon.

On June 1, 1989, Typhoon Lagoon opened for the first time.  It is home to one of the world’s largest 
outdoor wave pools.  As you look around the park, you will notice it looks like the park was hit 
with a very bad storm.  Well Disney lore states, a typhoon came in and destroyed what use to be 
a beautiful tropical paradise.  Ships, fishing gear and surfboards are thrown about the entire area.  
The centerpiece of the entire park is Miss Tilly.  Miss Tilly is a shrimp boat that was thrown up 
in the air during the typhoon and was impaled on top of Mount Mayday.  Mount Mayday erupts 
every half-hour, sending water 50-feet into the air to come crashing down around.  

Mount Mayday sits in the center of the park and features many of the parks waterfalls and slides.  
The attractions include Humunga Kowabunga; Storm Slides; Gang Plank Falls; Mayday Falls; 
Keelhaul Falls; Forgotten Grotto and Overlook Pass
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Another area of the park is called Hideaway Bay.  This area use to be known as Out Of The Way Cay.  It’s the sandy 
beach area located behind the dressing rooms.  This part of the park houses the parks newest attraction, Crush 
‘n’ Gusher.  Crush ‘n’ Gusher is a water coaster that allows one to three guests on a raft to be propelled by water 
through tight turns and drops.  There are three different slides to choose from - Banana Blaster, Coconut Crusher 
and Pineapple Plunger.  In addition to the Crush ‘n’ Gusher, there is also the Sandy White Beach in this area that is 
filled with lounge chairs to rest and relax in the sun while little swimmers play in the wading pool nearby.

The biggest area of the park is where the name of the park comes from, Typhoon Lagoon.  The Lagoon features 
the surf pool.  Here, 6-foot waves come up every 90 seconds, and no matter how big you are, they pack a serious 

punch when they hit you.  There is 
also a smaller beginner slide in the 
area called Bay Slides.  This slide 
is perfect for toddlers as it allows 
them to go down a gentle slope into 
a secluded corner of the surf pool.  
You will also the Blustery Bay and 
Whitecap Cove.  These two areas are 
both zero depth entry tidal pools.  
The entire Lagoon is surrounded 
by sandy white beaches.  For an 
additional cost, they do offer surfing 
lessons so check with a cast member 
for times and availability.

What water park is complete without 
a lazy river?  Typhoon Lagoon has 
Castaway Creek.  This continuous 
flowing lazy river is 2,100 feet 
in length and slowly circles the 
park.  While floating, you will pass 
through gentle waterfalls, lush 
rainforests, mist areas, and of course 
legendary Mount Mayday.  Typhoon 
Lagoon provides tubes for you to 
use offering various sizes.  From the 
smaller ones for the little swimmers 
to the larger ones for the adults to 
the double tubes for two people, 
there is something for  everyone to 
fit comfortably.  

One of the more exciting and fun 
areas, in my opinion, is the Shark 
Reef.  They have two saltwater reefs
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separated by a sunken tanker and will provide guests with an experience straight out of the Caribbean.  In the 
Shark Reef you can snorkel through a saltwater reef, I warn you its unheated, that is populated with stingrays, 
bonnethead sharks, leopard sharks and tropical fish.  Snorkels, masks and lifejackets are provided for guests.  

If going into the water with these creatures isn’t what you want to do, inside the sunken tanker you can view the 
animals through the portholes located all around.  You can still come close to these animals, withouth the fear of 
being in the water with them and without getting the chill of the water.  Typhoon Lagoon also offers a 30-minute 
snorkeling adventure for an additional costs.  Check with a cast member for more information.

If you have smaller children who are a bit afraid of the bigger slides and lagoon area, there is a smaller area called 
Ketchakiddee Creek.  Here little ones will have slides more their sizes and fountains all around.  There are also 
water sprayers that can shoot water everywhere.  

Of course they have many different food options 
for guests while at Typhoon Lagoon.  I will 
recommend the Cornbread Waffle Sandwich at 
the Snack Shack.  It’s a freshly made Cornbread 
Waffle folded over with BBQ pork and creamy 
cole slaw.  If you don’t like pork or are looking 
for something a little lighter, one treat they 
also have a Fruit and Waffle Sandwich.  This 
consists of a chocolate chip waffle with fruit 
piled on top.  They also have other sandwichs 
and things at the Snack Shack as well as other 
walk up options around the park.  One treat 
that I always see people walking around with 
is the Sandbucket Sundae.  That’s right, they 
take a sandbucket and fill it with ice cream and 
sundae toppings for you to enjoy or share.  The 

best part, after you eat the sundae, you have a bucket for the kids to play with on the beach.  Typhoon Lagoon also 
offers a refillable mug for the day, which is great for unlimited refills especially if you plan to be there for many 
hours.  If you plan to come back to the park during your trip or another trip later in the year, you can reactivate the 
cup for the day at Typhoon Lagoon, or it’s sister water park, Blizzard Beach.  

The Disney theme parks all share the mascot of Mickey, but Typhoon Lagoon has someone a bit different, Lagoona 
Gator.  Meet and greets with Lagoona are no longer available - he’s “gone fishing,” but you can still see plenty of 
references to him around the park.  

Typhoon Lagoon is so much fun.  If you are interested in a day at Typhoon Lagoon, make sure you have the “Water 
Park and More Option” added to your passes, as the water parka are a separate cost.  If you are staying on Walt 
Disney World property, they do offer the bus service from all resorts to Typhoon Lagoon.  Towels are availabe for a 
small charge and locker rentals are available to stow away your belongings . There is a $5 refund you get at the end 
of the day when you return the key.  When we went though, you could either get your $5 back or get a nice pull 
string backpack for the park.  We ,of course, took the backpack as you can never have too many souvenirs.  For 
more information, visit the Walt Disney World website or call (407) 939-5277. 
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feel The force
The Top 5 Reasons We Love Star Wars

by Greg Smoot
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away…….

It was a dark time in the world of Sci-Fi motion pictures.  Riddled with cheesy special effects, corny dialogue, 
boring storylines, and terrible acting, it seemed that space movies were on the verge of extinction.  Then along 
came a man who completely redefined the world’s view of science fiction.  George Lucas’ revolutionary blend of 
storyline, characters, music, action, and special effects effectively changed the course of movie making history.  

No. 1: The Storyline
George Lucas originally wanted to remake the Flash Gordon movie serials from the 1930’s.  However due to 
licensing he could not.  While the plot and characters were changed many of the Flash Gordon influences lived on.  
One of the main examples is that Star Wars subtly replaces the traditional role of magic with technology, while still 
embracing the fundamental ideals of religion. 
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This combination of philosophies resulted in the creation of the Jedi Order - the “Religious” group of peacekeepers 
that would shape the context and scope of the entire saga.  Their foundational belief was that that the “Force” is what 

binds the universe together.  While this iteration 
was somewhat new, the traditional struggle 
between good and evil is what truly holds this 
story together.  Also a large contributing factor to 
the films successes is the epic “David and Goliath” 
underdog story of a seemingly average person 
accomplishing extraordinary things.  Whether 
it be Anakin’s humble beginnings as a slave; or 
Luke’s blue collar hardworking background as a 
moisture farmer; there is something that strikes 
a chord of hope that we are all called to a higher 
purpose.

Another unique approach 
in the original films was to 
have multiple sub-storylines 
that complimented and 
intertwined with the main 
plot.  Whether it be Princess 
Leia’s leadership role in 
the rebellion, R2-D2 and 
C-3PO’s roles as emissaries, 
or Han Solo and Chewbacca’s 
understated sense of duty and 
honor, they all feed into Luke’s 
journey to self-awareness.  

While Obi-Wan’s role in episodes 
I-III was similarly structured 
on this principle, I personally 
feel that the overall lack of this 
approach in the prequels is 
ultimately why they will never 
reach the level of popularity that 
episodes IV – VI have.
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No. 2:  The Characters
Equally as important as the storyline, the characters of Star Wars are among some of the most recognizable in 
cinema history.  Whether it be the magnanimous Yoda, or the ruthless Darth Vader, pop culture has kept Star Wars 
relevant for over 30 years.  

There is much debate about who is the best character in the saga; but one thing that almost all fans agree on is 
that Jar Jar Binks is the worst creature Lucas ever dreamed up.  His bumbling, oafish qualities are anything but 
endearing for sure…. But I digress.
One of the biggest reasons for success is their relatability.  Almost everyone on earth can relate to at least one of 
the character’s personalities in the saga.  I personally share an emotional connection with Han Solo.  Although 
somewhat aloof in the beginning, you begin to see how big his heart (and mouth) can be.  And despite his snarky 
comments, it is clear that his loyalty to his friends shows how deeply he cares for them.  

Who do you relate to?  Is it the feisty Princess Leia whose morals and ideals shape her destiny, or is it the well 
intentioned mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi who had a hand in bringing true balance to the Force?  Whichever character 
it is, there is an undeniable fact that their humanity is what continues to resonate with fans from all walks of life. 
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No. 3:  The Music

John Williams is one of the most 
accomplished composers in film 
history, and the music of Star Wars 
is just one of his many achievements 
to date.  His body of work includes 
such epic films as “Superman”, “Jaws”, 
The “Indiana Jones” series, “E.T.”, 
several “Harry Potter” films, among 
many others.  I personally count the 
“The Imperial March” as my favorite 
Williams score of all time; which 
serves as Darth Vader’s theme music 
if you will.  

One of the contributing factors to 
his success is his ability to tell the 
story without words.  Whether it be 
the graceful flow of the strings or the 
mellow tones of the French horn, his 
exquisite use of light and shade causes 
an emotional connection that stirs the 
soul.  This formula of emotion and 

sound is what has allowed composers like Bach, Beethoven, Paganini, and many other classical writers stand the 
test of time and culture.

It is my firm belief that the world needs more composers like John Williams, Hans Zimmer, Alan Menken, the 
Sherman Brothers and many others.  Music is the language of the soul and there are few who can interpret it as well 
as John Williams and the talented musicians who speak it for us.
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No. 4:  The Action

Part of any successful film is the 
suspense that is portrayed on-screen, 
and Star Wars certainly delivers in 
that area.  Whether it be the sweeping 
space battles, the medieval sword 
fighting style of the Jedi, or the modern 
military style of the Empire, there is 
no shortage of action sequences  Dog 
Fights, military maneuvers, sabotage, 
equipment failure, swordsmanship, 
prison breaks, and the list goes on.

Two of my favorite elements are the Lightsaber 
battles and the Star Destroyers.  The first exhibits 
a much more personal and precise style of fighting 
that requires more skill than fire power.  The second 
is totally dependent on size and brute strength to 
overwhelm their opponent, much like the massive 
battleships that were in service during WWII.  

As a matter of fact, many of the action sequences 
bare striking resemblance to military actions past 
and present; and will most likely be part of the 
future as real world technology advances.  With 
the advances in cinematography I look forward to 
what “Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens” 
has in store.
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No. 5: The Special Effects
Special effects in the 1970’s left a lot to be desired, especially in the science fiction realm.  There was no bigger 
offender than the Star Trek franchise.  Not only was the acting atrocious; but the fight scenes and practical effects 

were sub-standard at best.  It was George Lucas’ 
seamless blend of cinematography and practical 
effects that completely changed how special effects 
were done.  Industrial Light and Magic provided 
a level of realistic effects that still, to this day, 
impresses even the most analytical of viewers.

Lucas and ILM used thousands of “Miniatures” to 
achieve the majority of the SFX shots in the first 
three movies.  However, for the prequels, almost 
all of the effects were added digitally in post-
production.  Failure to use “practical” effects is yet 
another in the long list of reasons why the prequel 
series will always be mediocre at best.

That being said, Episode VII seems to have returned to its roots according to director J.J. Abrams and producer 
Kathleen Kennedy.  If that is the case,  The Force Awakens could be the biggest Star Wars film to date.

There are many different reasons why we love Star Wars, and they are all valid.  Never let anyone tell you that you 
don’t love Star Wars because you may not know a specific fact or character. 
 

May the Force be with you!
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     Marvel At This...
Marvel: Universal or Disney??

by Scott Atwood

Being that I’m such a big Marvel fan, I am often asked why there are no Marvel attractions or meets 
inside of Walt Disney World with the Marvel characters.  We do have some Marvel merchandise 

in the parks, and the new Super Hero 
Headquarters store that is located on the 
Westside of Downtown Disney, but no rides 
or meets with the characters.  Note that the 
name of the store in Downtown Disney 
doesn’t include the name Marvel anywhere 
in it.  Sadly, if you want to meet a Marvel 
character or ride a Marvel ride, you have 
to drive just over 14 miles East on I-4 to 
Universal Studios Orlando.  

Long before Disney owned, or maybe even 
thought about buying Marvel, Universal 
Studios signed a deal with Marvel in 1994 
for the rights to use their characters inside 

their theme parks.  When Universal first put out concepts of their future park, Islands of Adventure, 
they didn’t include Marvel, but rather DC Comics based attractions.  When the park opened in 
May 1999, Marvel Super Hero Island was included as one of the opening day “islands”.
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Marvel Super Hero Island is much like you might expect of a comic book come to life.  The buildings are all 
generically named such as Store, Food, Shop, Comics.  There are huge cut-outs of the different Marvel Heros and 
Villains all around the area.  There are also character meet and greets with Spider-Man, Captain America, Storm, 
Rogue, Wolverine and Cyclops.  They also have a daily 
Superhero parade.

You can also walk down Stan Lee Blvd. on your way to the 
Daily Bugle to help Spider-Man save the Statue of Liberty 
from the Sinister Syndicate lead by Doctor Octopus 
with Scream, Electo, Hobgoblin and Hydro-Man.  The 
Amazing Adventures of Spider-Man is by far one of the 
most amazing rides I have ever been on.  You are put right 
into the action in helping Spidey defeat the syndicate while 
seeing Stan Lee a few times and hearing his familiar voice 
at the end.  This ride is just awesome!!!

In additon to The Amazing Adventures of Spider-Man, you 
have the fast and fun roller coaster, The Incredible Hulk, 
Storm Force Accelatron and Doctor Doom’s Freefall.  Add 
to this the Cafe 4 inspired by the Fantastic Four and the 
Captain America Diner and it’s a Marvel fan’s dream area.  
I only have a couple of issues everytime I walk through 
it. Why isn’t the area bigger and why is this not at Walt 
Disney World? 

It was in 2009 that The Walt Disney Company announced 
they were purchasing Marvel Entertainment.  Ironically, I saw 
the announcement while leaving Universal’s CityWalk on a 
newspaper.  All I remember wondering was, what does this 
mean?  I just left the area where you can see the Hulk ride and 
now I’m teased that Disney owns Marvel.

After the purchase was complete, Universal announced the deal 
would not effect their Marvel Super Hero Island and Disney CEO 
Robert Iger, said that the Walt Disney Company would honor 
any contracts that Marvel had previously with their competitors.

So you may ask, why does Disney still not have any Marvel things 
at Walt Disney World?  According to the contract that Universal 
and Marvel entered into in the 90’s, it limited the characters on 
the East coast of the country to Universal Orlando.  From what is 

actually known, Universal Studios, Islands of Adventure is the only place east of the Mississippi River that can have 
Marvel characters in a theme park in the United States.  I’ve even read that the contract gets more in depth with 
even tighter restrictions to any business with a 60 mile radius of the Universal Orlando parks.
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Has Disney pushed the limits of this deal?  Well if you 
recall, when the first Avengers came out, the Monorails at 
Walt Disney World were wrapped with Marvel pictures, 
yet this monorail could not run to Epcot.  Technically, 
the Epcot Monorail station is just inside the park and that 
would violate the agreement, even though the monorail is 
not considered an attraction.  

It’s those stipulations that keep more Marvel from 
appearing at Walt Disney World.  In Disneyland, you can 
visit Innoventions to see some of Tony Starks Iron Man 
tech presented by Stark Industries.  You can then come face 
to face with Captain America and then visit the Avenger 
from another world as you go see the Treasures of Asgard 
and meet Thor.  In 2016, Hong Kong Disneyland has 
announced plans to have A Marvel Iron Man Experience 
in their park.  Also at sea, the Disney Cruise line has 
MARVEL’s Avengers Academy where young crime fighters 
can enter the top secret command post of S.H.I.E.L.D. and train for a special mission.  They will be able to see some 
of the Avengers gear including Thor’s Hammer Mjolnir or Captain America’s Shield, and don’t forget about seeing 
Tony Stark’s Iron Man suit up close.  If they are lucky, the new recruits may even get a special visit from one of the 
Avengers.

So what does all of this mean?  Will we ever see Marvel in Walt Disney World?  Well, I think things are probably 
going to change in time.  Disney is making money hand over fist from the Marvel acquisition.  The movies have all 

been box office hits and continue to be the highest grossing films.  It’s 
because of this reason I believe Disney has to somehow buy Universal 
out of their contract with Marvel.  The question that comes up though, 
why would Universal ever give up those rights?  They have a lot of 
Marvel merchandise in their park stores.  According to the SEC filing, 
Universal must allow for 10,000 square feet of retail space and I’m sure 
Disney’s legal team has checked on this stipulation.  Personally, Marvel 
Super Hero Island is a great area for the Marvel fans.

In order for Universal to give up those rights, they would have to get 
a property that would do equally as well as Marvel has done.  They 
would have to retheme the entire area and attractions, which Universal 
has done before.  Look at Hogsmeade in Islands of Adventure.  The 
old roller coaster, Dueling Dragons became Dragon Challenge to fit 
into the Harry Potter theme.  In the last few weeks, news broke about 

Nintendo coming to Universal Orlando.  This area could be huge and attract a lot of the same guests that Marvel 
brings in. They could theme things with Mario, Donkey Kong, Pikachu, Kirby and Link from Zelda, just to name a 
few.  The way they have put guests into the comics, they could put guests into the video game world.  The rumors 
point that this new area will replace the current KidZone, but anything can happen.
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Another possibility that has always been floating was Universal bringing a Star Trek area to Universal Orlando.  
This could be huge for Universal.  The rides could be based on different space adventures.  The merchandising 
would include everything from clothing to communicators and just about anything with the familiar logo.   Much 
like they do for Harry Potter, they could have Star Trek weekends and bring in different celebrities to speak.  This 
would also give Universal a good way to compete with Disney’s Star Wars Weekends.  

There are reports floating around that the Hulk ride is set for some major upgrades by the end of 2015 and also 
there is a replacement coming for Doctor Doom’s Fear Fall.  This could just be a overhaul to create a better Marvel 
Super Hero Island, but it would also give way to a complete rebrand of the entire area.

Let’s just imagine for a bit, what would Disney do with Marvel in the parks?  Obviously if Disney wanted a themed 
land for Marvel, it would happen at Hollywood Studios.  The park is in need of a overhaul and possible rebrand, 
and Marvel would be just the franchise to give that park more life.  Of course there has always been the talk about 
expanding the Star Wars area.  Adding more restaurants and attractions to go with that theming -  all pointing 
to the future for the Studios.  I have to admit, the thought of a park that had a Star Wars land and also a Marvel 
land would be a “geek” heaven.  The things that could be done, the attractions that could happen.  It would take 
Hollywood Studios from being a half-day park and pack it from open to close.  I would just hope they have Swarma.  
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In my opinion, eventually Disney is going to buy out the Marvel contract from Universal for large amounts of cash.  
How many BILLIONS, I can’t even speculate.  Even if Universal and Disney came to an agreement to have the full 
rights, the Marvel characters would move to Disney.  If I was Universal, I would want Disney to also pay for 

theme re-branding, since they are no longer allowed 
to have the area.  For now, Disney has spent billions to 
get their competitor to get rid of all the Marvel things 
they have, and they haven’t done anything in their 
parks yet.  At the end of the day, that is the goal here, 
to have Marvel in the parks so you have to spend more 
money then just buy out Universal.  Now you have to 
build some type of Marvel attraction, restaurant and 
a store to start.  

It will take Disney years to get the return back on 
buying out Universal, and they will, its just going to 
take time.  I’m not sure if Disney Stockholders would 
ever be ok with such a large acquisition.  Disney paid 
Marvel $4 billion for the original deal, and they have 
made that back and then some and they still have 
many movies coming out from now till 2019.  I think 
the next Captain America: Civil War could actually 
become the highest grossing of all the movies, if not 
the highest grossing film ever.  At the time of this 

writing, Avatar is #1 with a gross of $2.7 billion.  Avengers and Avengers: Age of Ultron are numbers 3 and 5.  
When all is said and done, I would guess that Age of Ultron will be #4 or possibly top the first Avengers film and 
become #3.  With those types of numbers to present to the share holders, the deal could probably get approval.  
It’s hard for Disney to have so much success at the box office and then allow visitors to go play in their main 
competitors park just down the road with characters from their property.

Whatever does happen, there will always be rumors and questions about this that will boggle the minds of people 
everywhere.  The hardest thing for most to realize, is that there is a contract in place. As long as Universal doesn’t 
do anything to break that contract, there isn’t much Disney can do but wait it out.  Just like us fans!!!

Don’t Be That Guy!
On The Main Street Mouse site, one of our most popular blogs is when Michele puts out her list of “Don’t 
Be That Guy” at Disney articles.  This series is just meant to make you smile, or maybe realize you have 
been that guy and didn’t even realize it.  Here is one from Michele that was directed at me and others like 
me:

Backpack Guy ~ Ohhhh, dear Backpack Guy. The guy who has a full backpack and swings it left and right 
and smacks you with it in lines. What’s funny, is my husband is totally that guy! I’m always telling him to 
watch it and don’t be “Backpack Guy” because he’s hit me with it many times! Be careful!
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Showing your Disney Side, and Being Proud of it!
by Michele Atwood

So many times in our everyday life, we’re afraid to do and say how we really feel, especially when 
it involves getting in touch with our inner child.  Grown ups have responsibilities, obligations, 
things we need to do daily, that aren’t always a whole lot of fun.  Maybe that’s what is so appealing 
about Disney Parks for many of us.  When you go to Disney World or Disneyland, you get to 
check your age at the door, and those nagging responsibilities of adult life just don’t seem to apply 
anymore. Pretty great, right? Sure it is.  We get the opportunity to show our “Disney Side” as they 
like to call it... it’s ok to wear a silly hat, dress like a favorite character, and let our inhibitions go a 
bit.  So, with that being said, why are some still afraid to show their Disney Side?  It’s something 
our readers have talked about quite a bit, so I decided to look into it further.

Let’s go back to the real world for a minute.  Daily life.  Face it, the real world is a harsh place.  
People are so ridiculously judgemental, and it seems as if someone always has something to say 

to others, regardless 
of whether it’s their 
place to or not.  Look 
at social media for 
instance.  It’s even 
easier for people to 
ridicule others from 
behind a computer 
screen. People get 
self conscious and 
worry about what 
others think, myself 
included.  Sometimes 
we are our own worst 
critics, and those 
internal feelings 
carry out into other 

aspects of our lives, even when on vacation.  Disney is a place that we shouldn’t feel bad about 
being ourselves, and I think that’s part of the appeal.  Non-Disney fans don’t understand this, and 
it’s something I feel they are missing out on.  They don’t understand that there’s a place that you 
can truly be a kid again, and that it’s ok to wear mouse ears or a pirate outfit, and people don’t judge 
you.  It doesn’t get much better than that.  For us Disney Fans, we get it, yet some of us are still 
afraid to let our Disney Side shine through. It’s not always easy to let our guard down.

Show Your Disney Side
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I had asked for some Main Streeter feedback about a month or so ago regarding showing your Disney Side while 
at the parks, or even sometimes on the weekends at home.  I wondered what made others feel like they could or 
couldn’t show their love for all things Disney.  The biggest reasons I received were because of age or size, and that 
made me a little bit sad.  I’m not as young, or as skinny as I used to be, so I get that, but I don’t think it’s something 
that anyone should be made to feel bad for.  Society puts these stigmas on people, that you have to be a teenager 
and a size 2 to be able to get away with certain things, and maybe sometimes that’s true, but not at Disney!  The 
real world doesn’t apply there, or at least it shouldn’t.  I mean, the characters come to life there, there’s a parade 
everyday, fireworks every night.  You can fly with Peter Pan, hang out with some Happy Haunts at the Haunted 
Mansion, meet Mickey Mouse, etc..... so shouldn’t you be able to show your inner Disney Side too? Well, I’d say so!
Another reason some people, especially women, feel that it’s a bit more challenging to show their Disney Side, is 
because of sizing in the Disney themed merchandise.  When I do merchandise blogs, I almost always get asked 
what size a certain shirt goes up to, same with jackets and sweatshirts.  I’ve seen that Disney is getting more 
accommodating and that some things are carried in bigger sizes.  Most of their clothes run a little small though, 
even for me, I always buy a size bigger, a Medium at Disney is more like a Small in the real world.  You don’t have 
to look only at Disney to find your Disney Side ideas, you can probably get some ideas and find some great items 
at your local mall!

Hot Topic has really changed over the past couple of years. They’ve gone from a gothic theme to more of pop 
culture and Disney items, and almost every mall has a Hot Topic inside.  You can find clothing and accessories for 
various Disney movies, as well as Marvel items.  It’s become a favorite store of ours.  If you need bigger sizes, you 
can find some great Disney themed clothing at Torrid, which is a sister company to Hot Topic.  They recently came 
out with a line of clothes paying tribute to The Little Mermaid, and it’s all really cute.  If you’re looking for Disney 
Side apparel for the entire family, you should give Kohl’s a try.  Kohl’s carries Disney clothing from kids sizes, all 
the way through the men and women’s department, and the prices are pretty reasonable.  No park merchandise 
needed, you can do so from wherever you live.
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When you’re at Disney, and want to show your Disney Side, hats are always a fun way to do that.  Mickey Ears are 
a staple that never go out of style.  Now, some people think they’re too old for silly hats, but not at Disney Parks! 
If someone tells you you’re too old to dress that way, then they truly don’t get it.  I think part of the Disney Side 
campaign that Disney launched last year was to partly combat the social biases that are out there, and I think that’s 
a great thing.  The real world is hard enough, fun gets lost in our lives week after week, and that’s why Disney 
vacations mean so much to so many people.  Disney is like an alternate reality, and EVERY person out there should 
be able to rock their inner Disney Side, no matter what.  So, herein lies the challenge....
The next time you’re at a Disney Park, show your Disney Side.  If you want to be a Princess, you go right ahead 
and represent that inner Princess, I know she’s in there somewhere.  Or for the guys, if you want to be a 6-foot tall 
Mickey Mouse, go for it, or maybe a real life Captain Jack Sparrow! Yes, do that! Who cares what people think?  
ANY person, no matter their age, background, size, etc. can rock their Disney Side! This advice goes for myself too, 
as I get self conscious and worry about other opinions too, but I think if we empower each other instead of find 
things to be critical about, it would make a huge difference.  So, when you’re headed to a Disney Park, grab those 
Mouse Ears or Tiara, put on those character t-shirts, wear make up paying homage to your favorite Disney hero.... 
it’s ok.  When you do so, send me a picture, because I’d like to make it a monthly feature..... Main Streeters showing 
their Disney Side proudly!  If you’re not going to Disney anytime soon, that’s alright, show us how you rock your 
Disney side from home! You could be featured in an upcoming issue of The Main Street Monthly.  Until then, be 
proud of your Disney Side, there’s no shame in the Disney game, no matter who you are!

*You can send Disney Side pics to michele@themainstreetmouse.com, with”Disney Side” in the subject box!
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Confessions of a Grown Up Disney Princess
by Michele Atwood

Last year, we did a popular blog titled “Confessions of a Middle Aged Disney Princess” and it was 
a huge hit.  The thoughts and ideas I shared in that article really hit home for a lot of Disney gals in 
my age bracket.  We had gotten requests to do an actual series, based on that article, and now we 
have the platform to do so.  I’m a girl of a particular age, not quite middle aged though, so I needed 
to change the title up a little bit. I actually did a poll in our Facebook group, and came up with 
the new title for the series, Disney in the City ~ Confessions of a Grown Up Disney Princess.  It’s 
exciting for me to be able to write this new series, based on seeing Disney from my own personal 
point of view.  For those not familiar with the concept for this series, I thought it would be fitting 
to share where the idea came from. 

Disney In The City
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Here is the original post: Age is just a number, and nothing rings that truer than the fine folks at 
Disney. Whether it be through movies, merchandise, or of course the various Parks, Disney helps 
you check your age at the door. Numbers don’t matter. So, what should this matter to me? I was 
reading a few different blogs posted on Facebook recently, about certain birthday milestones and 
feeling your age (or not). I also saw another article of old movies and such from the 80’s, and it made 
me feel….. old….. for a minute.  You mean to tell me “Pretty in Pink,” “The Breakfast Club” and 
“Sixteen Candles” aren’t current and hip movies anymore? What do you mean girls these days don’t 
know that Jake Ryan is the ultimate dream date? Don’t know who “The Coreys” are? Never been to 
a New Kids on the Block concert?? What kind of world is this??  Then I remember…. Michele, you’re 

not a KID anymore.   Well, 
according to who exactly?

That’s just it, I feel like a kid, 
minus the aches and pains 
occasionally or the fact 
that I can’t do cartwheels 
across the lawn like I used 
to.   Maybe that’s why I’m 
still such a Disney nut.   I 
really, really believe that 
Disney allows us to be a 
kid at any age.  When I go 
into a Disney Store, I still 
look at the dolls and stuffed 
animals, and seriously 

want one.  I will still look at Disney jewelry and shirts when I’m out and about, and yes, I buy 
them.  When I know I’m getting ready to go on a Disney vacation, I still can NOT sleep the night 
before, just like when I was little.  Actually, now that I’m a big girl, I can choose to leave at 3:00 in 
the morning if I want, no need to wait till breakfast time! Getting older has it’s perks.  I just throw 
the kids in the car and go, and they don’t mind!

Let’s see…. what else? I keep track of what Disney Movies are coming out and when, just to make 
sure I (ahem, the kids) get to see them  in a prompt manner. Disney is STILL the ONLY place 
I strive and save to go to on vacation.   The ONLY place.   Maybe I’m missing out on tours of 
wineries or seeing Broadway plays like other “grown ups” but I honestly don’t care.  I’d rather go 
to Disney.  Does this ever have to change? Just because the number of candles on your birthday 
cake goes up, does that mean you don’t get to still be a kid? In my opinion, it’s just a number.  Walt 
Disney was right. His philosophy was spot on, kids are kids no matter what your age is!
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Time marches on, 
and for this seasoned 
Disney Princess, it’s 
not a fun process.  So, 
what do I do? Since I 
can’t fight it, and that 
birthday is coming 
whether I want it 
to or not, I have to 
embrace it.  My kids 
tell me I look “young” 
and I feel young, so 
why not? Yes, I’ll still 
watch those Disney 
Movies, I’ll still buy 
that fun Disney 
jewelry, and YES, I’m 
still going to save for 

the ONLY vacation I want to take this year, and that’s Disney World. You can be a Disney Princess 
or Prince at ANY age, so have fun, enjoy yourself, and celebrate all year long with me! Age has no 
place when it comes to all things Disney!

So there you have it, 
the thoughts of where 
this idea was created 
from.  I think this is 
going to be a lot of 
fun, and I hope you 
keep checking back 
to The Main Street 
Monthly to see what 
I come up with next.  
Thanks so much for 
the encouragement 
and inspiration, we’ll 
chat next month! ~M
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10 Tips for Photographing Fireworks in Walt Disney 
World

by Eric Weber

There are few things quite like watching a fireworks show in Disney World.  The anticipation builds 
in the crowd, then the wonderful music starts and you are blown away by a magical fireworks 
display. And of course, anytime something great is happening, people are compelled to photograph 
it. Photographing fireworks is a lot more than just pointing your camera at the scene and pushing 
the button. However, when you know he basics of what it takes, getting great fireworks photos 
can be very easy, and a lot of fun too!  Here I’ll give you the basics, and then follow up with a few 

advanced tips at the end.
Here are 10 simple steps to Disney World fireworks photography:

1. Start with a good camera

You will need to be able to control the shutter and aperture manually. If your camera has a “Bulb” mode, then that’s 

In Focus
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2.  Get a cable release
This is a small device with a button that plugs into your camera. That button will serve as your shutter button, and 
you can press it and hold it as long as you want without shaking your camera. For the long exposures necessary to 
shoot fireworks, you will need to keep your camera perfectly steady, and to do that you will need to...

3. Bring your tripod
This may be the single most important item you will use. Your camera will have to stay steady, otherwise your 
streaks of light will get all wiggly and jittery. It will just need to be tall enough (about eye level should do) to make 
sure the guests in front of you don’t block you. And, make sure you set up your tripod in the right location.

4. Use a wide lens and focus manually
You will want to use a fairly wide lens. Wide enough to cover your landmark (Castle?) and a good portion of the 
sky. If it’s too wide, you can always crop the shot in your computer later. I usually use a 35mm lens for fireworks. 
And you will want to focus manually on the landmark in your scene; that will give you enough to depth to have 
everything in focus.

5. Find the right location
There are so many different places to watch the Disney fireworks shows. And you can get great photos in many of 
them as well. But if you want that classic shot of fireworks over Cinderella Castle, then you need to be front and 
center. Anywhere along Main Street will do.  Because many of the fireworks are launched from outside the park,
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as you go from Town Square to the Hub, the perspective will change. The further you are from the castle, the bursts 
will look larger and the castle will look smaller. As you get closer to the Hub, the castle gets larger compared to 
the bursts. If you get any closer than the Partners statue, the castle will block many of the fireworks. This same 
principle holds true for the fireworks in Epcot and Hollywood Studios. If you have multiple chances to photograph 
the fireworks, try it from a different spot each time.
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6. Compose the photo like you would any other landscape photo
The same old photography rules apply in composing a fireworks photo. Even though the bursts (background) are 
sometimes enough to stand alone, it helps when you add the foreground and middle ground. Putting icons like 
Cinderella Castle or Spaceship Earth in the middle ground really gives your shot the perfect Disney look. Then you 
can add an extra layer in the foreground with anything that works (guests heads are always available!).
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7. Know your settings 
So you might have already known some of that stuff. Now here’s the juicy stuff. Make sure your ISO is set to 100. 
Your aperture should be f/8 for most sequences, which means that you can keep it at f/8 and it will work just fine 
for most of your shots. At these settings, you can get nice shots of sequences in the 5 to 10 second range.

8. Don’t just fire randomly, get to know the timing of the show
Now that you’re all set up, it’s time to have some fun!  It’s really as simple as pressing and holding down the button 
to start your shot, and releasing the button when you want your shot to end. But how do you know when to start 
and stop?  Well you can just fire away and hope for the best. Or you can try to time it out and know ahead of 
time what sequences are coming and when. If you’ve seen a show several times, this is pretty easy as you can just 
follow along with the music, you pretty much know what’s coming. If you’re a rookie, you can always get to know 
a fireworks show by looking it up on YouTube. Watch it over and over and you’ll get the timing down, no problem.
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9. Editing in post processing, or “now what do I do?”
So you’ve got a memory card full of fireworks photos. And they don’t look so great on your camera’s lcd screen. Not 
to worry. I do most of my editing in Lightroom, although you can do the same work with Photoshop, Photoshop 
Elements, or any other editing software. Use the adjustment tools to make sure your image looks the way you 
remember seeing it in person. Set the white balance (which will vary depending on the colors of the fireworks), 
and the overall brightness. If your fireworks look too bright, you can darken them by lowering the highlights, and 
increase the shadows a bit. Boost up your color saturation a bit. And make sure your image is straight, and adjust 
the overall exposure until it is bright enough.

10. Do it again!
There’s nothing like practice to get something just right. Look at your shots on your computer, check the settings, 
and see what worked for you and what didn’t. That’s the best way to learn for the next time. Eventually, it will 
become second nature and you’ll be able to get great fireworks shots every time in every situation.

Now you have a fireworks photograph that you’ll 
want to show off to your friends and family. And the 
more you shoot like this, the easier it will be and the 
more you will learn. And when you are ready, you 
can move on to the advanced tips.

For your safety, remain seated and keep your hands, 
arms, feet and legs inside, and watch your children!

Advanced Tips:
Getting ready. Now that you know how to do it, 
practice before you even leave home. Go outside at 
night, anywhere where there is some light, set up 
your tripod and camera and go through the motions. 
It will help you get he feel for what you need to do on 
the scene.

Disney does have the right to limit your tripod use 
in the parks. If the tripod is interfering with other 
guests, or if the park is just very crowded, they can 
ask you to take it down. I find that if you set up early 
and stake out your space, you allow the other guests 
to fill in around you naturally, you won’t be blocking 
anyone behind you, and they will usually not stand 
too close in front of you, and you’ll have no problem. 
If you try to squeeze into the crowd at the last minute, 
you won’t have any room for your tripod and you’ll 
be interfering with other guests around you.
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So how early do you need to get into position?  It depends on the location, but I will usually get there 45 minutes 
to an hour before the show.
I mentioned that your aperture should be f/8 for most sequences. If you can adjust your aperture on the fly, then 
you can open it up to f/5.6 for some of the dimmer sequences, and close it down to f/11 or even f/16 for the brighter 
parts (especially the finale).  Once you know how the brightness of each scene affects your exposure, you will be 
able to get it just right for the different features during the show.

A neutral density (“ND”) filter can often be used when photographing fireworks.  This filter works like sunglasses 
for your lens, it decreases the amount of light that reaches your sensor, without altering the look of your image.  
So this will help your fireworks photos in two ways.  First, by reducing the overall brightness, you can get shots 
of those really bright bursts (like in the finale) that would get blown out otherwise.  Second, it allows for much 
longer exposures, allowing you to get more fireworks bursts and sequences in your shots, without overexposing 
the overall scene.  Generally, ND filters come in all different strengths (3-stop, 6-stop, etc) and I have had success 
with all kinds.

Once you’ve mastered the fundamentals, forget everything you’re read here and get creative!  Shoot with a long 
telephoto, short shutter speeds, unconventional locations, and odd framing.

Make sure you stop and smell the roses (or watch the exploding roses!).  After shooting dozens of fireworks shows 
in Disney World, I started to realize that I wasn’t really watching the show anymore.  I recommend that every once 
in a while you leave your camera behind, get as close as you can, and just enjoy the Magic!
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Dream Job - Disney Imagineer
by Scott Atwood

If you know even a little about Disney and the corporation, you have probably heard the term “Imagineer”.  You 
may have wondered, did I hear that right?  Did they mean Engineer?  The term Imagineer takes two very important 
things and combines them.  Imagination is what the entire Disney corporation was built on.  Walt imagining a 
place for families to come together and enjoy times as a family unit.  Also, when Walt imagined his animated films, 
the technology didn’t exist for what he wanted and it was his imagination that helped to create the films and such 
we love to see to this day.  The second part is the engineer.  Engineers are the builders, the ones that take plans and 
turn a flat 2d image of something and create it for real.

When the term Imagineer was created, what Walt wanted was for the Engineers to use their Imagaination in 
creating new things.  Walt said “Disneyland will never be completed. It will continue to grow as long as there is 
imagination left in the world.” This is the founding principle that keeps the Imagineers moving forward each and 
every day.  

Founded in 1952 originally as WED Enterprises, Walt Disney 
Imagineering was named after it’s founder, Walter Elias Disney.  This 
is the term used to describe the people who design and develop at 
the Walt Disney Company.  Since the creation of this group, they 
have created eleven theme parks, a town, four cruise ships, dozens 
and dozens of resort hotels, water parks, shopping centers, sports 
complexes, and other entertainment venues.  To say the least, they 
have been very successful over the years.

The attention to details that the Imagineers put into anything they design is just amazing.  Most notable in the theme 
parks, each attraction has a theme - a back story.  If you go to most theme parks in the world outside of Disney, a 
ride is just a ride.  You wait your turn in a boring line, maybe covered from the burning sun above and you spend 
sometimes a hour waiting to ride a 2-minute roller coaster.  Disney Imagineers take that a step further.  They design 
the queue to be part of the attraction.  
Let’s take a look at the Seven Dwarfs 
Mine Train that opened at the Magic 
Kingdom in 2014. As you go through 
the line you will notice it’s all set as part 
of the attraction.  It looks like you are 
entering the Dwarfs mine.  There are 
hands on things for the guests to do 
to entertain themselves and help pass 
the time.  Disney spends a lot of time 
creating this part of the attraction.  If 
they just wanted a ride, they could get 
that up in a few months and have it 
open.  There is a reason some attractions 
take years to materialize.  Things have to 
be done just right. 

Classroom Disney 101
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Last year, while on a family trip to the Magic Kingdom taking my in-laws for their first time in over 20 years, my 
father in law kept commenting about all the detail in the Pirates of the Carribean line.  He was in shock.  He also 

thought the same with the Haunted 
Mansion and other attractions we 
went on that day.  When you’re 
younger, you may not notice the 
little details, so what do they have 
for the younger guests?  Well what 
about the hidden Mickey’s that are 
everywhere in the parks?  What 
about the interactive touch screens 
or the musical walls you can mess 
with.  What about the waving crab 
in the Under the Sea – Journey of 
the Little Mermaid attraction.  He 
will actually wave back at you, if you 
wave and he sees you.  This is just 
amazing technology and really adds 
to the guests experience.

One of the biggest things that the Imagineers created was the Audio-Animatronics.  These were robots that were 
created to use in shows and attractions at Disney.  Have you ever wondered how this idea was born?  Walt Disney 
purchased a mechanical bird while on a trip to New Orleans.  He became so fascinated with the birds that he 
wanted to push that further.  The first Audio-Animatronic’s that were created were actually the birds used in The 
Enchanted Tiki Room.  Taking the Audio-Animatronic a step further, at the 1964 World’s Fair, Walt Disney featured 
a animatronic of his favorite President, 
Abraham Lincoln.  This Audio-Animatronic 
would not only speak, but could also stand up 
to deliver a portion of the Gettysburg Address.  
The exhibit was called, “Great Moments with 
Mr. Lincoln” and debuted the next year at 
Disneyland. 
  
Today in the parks, you see Audio-
Animatronic’s in many of the attractions.  
From the Pirates and towns folk in the Pirates 
of the Caribbean attraction, to the ghosts 
of the Haunted Mansion, the Presidents in 
the Hall of Presidents, the Country Bear 
Jamboree, Splash Mountain, and many more.  
The Audio-Animatronics are even going to 
the next step that guests can actually interact 
with.  This new type is called Autonomatronic 
and they are capable of seeing, hearing, 
sensing a person’s presence.  They can have conversations and even sense the guests emotions.
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The Imagineers are also responsible for coming up with the different ride experiences and how to wow the guest.  
Take Soarin’, for example.  The ride is like no other I have ever experienced in my life - just from the hang-glidder 
style seats that lift you up into position.  It was Imagineer Mark Sumner that came up with the ride mechanism that 
is currently used.  Originally the plan was to have smaller hangglidders in front of the screen much like hangers 
in a dry cleaner on a track.  This proved to not work and the ride was stalled.  Mark, using an erector set he had in 
his attic, came up with the idea of the rows boarding and then being lifted into position in front of the screen and 
then being able to lower the guest back to their starting point.  

Another ride experience that the Imagaineers came up with was for the 
Seven Dwarfs Mine Train.  The cars look as if they are carved out of trees 
and no two are exactly the same.  The best part of the carts, the seating 
area swings while the wheels and base of the cart are always stable.  This 
gives the ride another sensation that you have never had on another ride.  
While talking about Seven Dwarfs, they have the most amazing Audio-
Animatronics in the mine.  When you see the Dwarfs singing, it looks 
as if they have stepped right out of the movie and into the attraction.  
Amazing!

The Disney Imagineers really have no limits.  If they can dream it, they 
can do it and they continue to do that year after year.  I’m always shocked 
by the things I see in the parks.  Even though the Imagineers move 
forward with new things and ideas, they still make sure to pay homage 
to the attractions of the past.  For example, at the Magic Kingdom when 
exiting the Haunted Mansion, pay attention to the pet cemetary you will 
see a bust of Mr. Toad.  This pays respects to the Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride that 
use to sit where The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh does today.  

Another thing that pays respects to attractions of the past is in the line for Under the Sea – Journey of the Little 
Mermaid.  The attraction sits where the 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea ride once sat.  If you look to the left side of 
the water fountains on the standby line path you will see a Nautilus carved into the stone.  As great as this symbol 
to the past attraction is, there is another one as well.  If you are over near Prince Eric’s Village, you will see the 
familiar giant squid silhouette.
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The Imagineers are also able to take something as little as a store and give it a backstory that adds to the thrill of 
going in the shop.  Outside of the Haunted Mansion at the Magic Kingdom, is the store Memento Mori.  For those 
who remember, this store use to be known as The Yankee Trader.  They were sponsored by Smuckers Jams & Jellies 
and had other Disney themed kitchen needs.  For many years, fans have wanted a Haunted Mansion themed store 
and in October of 2014, Memento Mori officially opened for the fans.  The store has a lot of different Haunted 
Mansion merchandise, but Disney doesn’t just open a store and that’s it.  They add to the whole experience, even 
just going into a store is something fun to do.

In the case of Memento Mori, the story that the Imagineers came up with states that this was once the abode of 
Madame Leota.  For those who are unsure who Madame Leota is, she is the woms head that floats in the cyrstal 
ball in the seance room of the Haunted Mansion.  Madame Leota is long gone, but she left behind some of her 
personal belongings.  From the full length picture of Leota that changes if you wait for it, to the mirror where you 
will occassionally see Leota looking out at the guests, there are a lot of unique qualities.  There are also all types of 
potions and bottles on the top of the displays.  The name is actually from one of the tombstones in the Haunted 
Mansion’s graveyard, it means “to live life to the fullest as everyone is mortal.” 

It’s the little details in everything that that give the Disney parks that special place in all of our hearts.  Disney could 
be like other parks around the world and just throw up a new ride and a little gift shop and then go on to the next 
project, but they wouldn’t be as special.  They wouldn’t have the meaning they do to the Disney Community.  I can’t 
even imagine being an Imagineer and just watching the joy you bring to the face of another human being when 
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Cast Member Spotlight
by Michele Atwood

One of the great things about running The Main Street Mouse is getting to know some magical people. We have an 
amazing fan base, and we’ve truly become our own special Disney Family. Included in TMSM’s family, are some 
wonderful Disney Cast Members. Disney Parks are truly magical, but part of that magic is the people who work 
there everyday. Disney raises the bar with it’s employees, and we appreciate the hard work they do. Cast Members 
are an essential part of creating a magical experience for those of us who visit the Parks. I personally get messages 
from Cast Members, and I appreciate the feedback. One Disney Cast Member that I’d like to mention is Michael 
Signorello. Michael works in the Magic Kingdom, and makes an effort to go out of his way to make experiences 
even more magical for guests who really could use the extra bit of happiness. Here’s one example:

“Not too long ago, I was notified of a 31-year old 
mother with a 3year old daughter, who was diagnosed 
with a brain tumor. I was told she only has 3 months 
to live. This will be her FIRST and LAST visit to the 
Magic Kingdom. So I worked ALL week on doing 
something MAGICAL for her on her visit, and at 
3:30 today this SPECIAL woman had a MAGICAL 
visit from Princess Cinderella, Prince Charming and 
the FAIRY GODMOTHER in our VIP room. May 
the PIXIE DUST carry with her as MIRACLES do 
happen!” Michael shared a picture of his too.  

These types of stories happen all the time at 
Disney. People who have illnesses come to 
Disney to find some happiness and a reprieve. 
Cast Members like Michael go out of their way 
to make guest adventures at Disney memorable, 
and to put some magic in their lives. Life is busy, 
the days go by fast, and we all have hardships to 
go through. I think part of the appeal of Disney 
is that they offer an escape from the reality of 
everyday life. It’s as if the real world gets checked 
at the door, or once you hit Disney property in 
this case. You get to leave your cares behind and 
be a kid again, no matter what your age is. Disney’s 
Cast Members are an important part in making 
this magic happen. Without them, and without 
the extra mile that they go for us, Disney would 

be just another theme park. So, thank you Michael for sharing your experiences, and thank you to the 
other Disney Cast members who follow along with TMSM and for the hard work you do. We appreciate 
your efforts in helping to keep the magic alive.

Magical Moments
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Fan Nation Questions 
with “The Super Fans” Janet and Cindy

Have a problem, question or just need some good old advice?  We have just the two girls that can help you 
with anything.  Janet and Cindy aka The Super-Fan’s have been best friends for 26 years and Walt Disney 
World fanatics for equally as long! They’re fortunate to live only about 30-minutes from The Most Magical 
Place On Earth, so, of course, they’re annual passholders and visit WDW as often as possible!  

Cindy is all about the Super Six and Janet adores the Princesses. However, they both LOVE The Main 
Street Mouse and everything it encompasses.  They will answer your questions and give you advice on just 
about any topic as long as it’s family-friendly.  

Send your questions to TheSuperFans@TheMainStreetMouse.com and please put TMSMonthly Question 
in the subject line.  Be sure to check back next month and see if your question was selected and featured 
in the “Super-Fan” section.  If you question is selected you will receive a complimentary month of 
TMSMonthly, so be sure to send your questions in!!!

***Number of questions selected depends on the amount received.  As much as The Super Fans want to answer 
all of your questions, they have a limit of 10 questions each month.  Please be sure to send new questions each 
month and if you are selected as one of the featured ones, we will contact you regarding your free month of TMSM 
Monthly.  
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Abby & Andrew are two 
average teens who do most of 
their talking through text so 

here are some of their
conversations when it comes to 

talking about Disney...
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Gatorland - Central Florida’s First Major Attration
by Scott Atwood

Long before Walt Disney World came to Florida with Mickey Mouse, Owen Godwin and his crocodile, Bone 
Crusher were drawing the tourists to the area.  Opening in 1949 as the Florida Wildlife Institute, Owen Godwin 
opened his alligator and snake attraction as a gift shop, attempting to appeal to the tourists that were traveling to 
the area.  That first attraction was nothing more than a parcel of land with a stockade style building, with a sawdust 
covered dirt floor and a thatched roof made by resident Seminole Indian who also provided Gator Wrestling for 
the guests.

In the 1950’s, the attraction would be renamed to 
Snake Village and Alligator Farm.  Owen worried that 
the original name sounded like it was a government 
agency prompting a name change that would attract 
more tourists.  Owen began to take notice that cars 
were flying pass his attraction sign on the freeway, 
and the ones that would stop, only the husband and 
children would go inside.
Owen saw the problems with his attraction and in 
order to make sure guests would stop, he purchased 
a  huge crocodile from a breeder out of Miami.  The 
crocodile weighed over 1,080 pounds and was 15-
feet in length.  He was named Bone Crusher and 
he would be the main draw to the property.  Owen 
issued a challenge - anyone that could prove there 

was a larger crocodile in captavity, he would give them $1,000, but no one would ever collect that.
In order to generate income during the 
summer off season, Owen built a trailer 
with a fan, heater and a bathtub for another 
one of his resident reptiles, Cannibal Jake, 
a 12-foot alligator.  Owen would travel 
north to the Carolinas, setting up displays 
where customers would pay a dime to see 
the mysterious creature.  Eventually Owen 
would take Cannibal Jake further north 
to the New Jersey Boardwalk for several 
summers and the income from his traveling 
efforts helped him to be able to keep his 
business up and running.

In 1954, Owen renamed the attraction 
Gatorland, that name which remains to 
this day.  In that year, the gift shop was 
remodeled and a more modern building 
was constructed on the property, along 
with a home for Owen and his family. 
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As tourism started to thrive in the 1960’s,  Gatorland saw an increase in visitors.   Owen knew that in order to grow 
his business and keep the attention of his guests, he would have to feature more animals than the intimidating 
gators.  First, raccoons made and appearance and then eventually zebras from Africa and the list just kept growing 
from there.  During the off seasons, Owen’s wife and children would run Gatorland so he could travel on different 
safaris looking for new animals to add to his attraction.  

In 1962, Gatorland would have a symbol that would become the parks icon, making it recogniziable to visitors from 
around the world.  Owen’s youngest son, Frank designed a very unique entry way into Gatorland - an oversized 
mouth of a Florida Alligator.  The opening of the mouth has been featured in numerous magazines, newspapers 
and movies.  It was actually one of the featured postcards you see in the opening of the film “National Lampoon’s 
Vacation.” 
 
Gatorland has also been the destination for some major motion pictures scenes.  In 1984, filmmakers from “Indiana 
Jones and the Temple of Doom,” used the breeding marsh area of the park for specific scenes.  Some of the other 
films and television shows that have used Gatorland to shoot scenes include “Ace Ventura: Pet Detective Jr.” and 
“Swamp Thing” (TV 1990-1993).
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In 1965, the ever-changing Gatorland would add the miniature open-air train to the park, allowing guests a ride 
around the parks to see everything they have to offer.  The the years, the park continues to grow adding new things 
to draw more visitors.  

In 1975, Owen Godwin Sr., passed away but his son Frank, would take over as President of the company and 
continue to follow his father’s dream and create the first major expansion in the parks history.  This first expansion 

would include several attractions including 
a snack bar renovation and three kiosks 
with Florida theming. 

The park added the Swamp Walk in 1978, 
allowing guests a self-guided trek on 
the 2,000 ft. boardwal through exquisite 
Florida wetlands.  Guests are able to 
experience the magnificent scenery as 
they walk the path.  

It was in the 70’s and early 80’s that Alligators 
appeared on the endagered species list.  In 
a conservation effort in conjunction with 
the University of Florida and the Florida 
Wildlife Commission, Gatorland gave 
a $20,000 to the University of Florida 
to study alligator reproduction.  The 
resulting pioneer work helps populations 

in the wild become abundant once more making Gatorland the only place in the world where alligators have 
been artificially inseminated successfully.  Previously, gators in captivity had been plagued by disease, infertility 
and embryonic death. Together, Gatorland and the University of Florida developed state-of-the-art techniques 
for breeding alligators, incubating eggs and providing a diet and disease-free environment the hatchlings need to 
thrive.  
  
In the early 80’s, the Gatorland would add the Gator Jumparoo show where guests can view the gators jumping 
out of the water to grab their lunch.  This show has been featured on television and in many guests photos over the 
years.  This is also the time the park would create the very famous photo opportunity where guests can safely hold 
a gator or place a boa constrictor around their neck.  

An expansion and addition of new property in the late 80’s makes the park 37 acres in size and resulted in the 
opening of The Gator Wrestling Stadium, a huge draw for many visitors. The new 800-seat arena sets the stage 
for the wranglers to wrestle the resident gators while educating the audience.  The show details how over time, 
wranglers learned to handle the gators and keep them from attacking livestock. Some of the feats in the show 
are scary to watch, but equally exciting.  Keeping visitors on the edge of their seats, wranglers wow the audience, 
putting their faces so close to the gator’s jaw and knowing just the right moment to pull away.  The thing to 
remember, these gators can be unpredictable animals, and during our show, the wrangler stated he was going to 
release the gator back into the moat because he could tell the gator wasn’t cooperating.  Where other places may 
force the gators to “perform,” Gatorland knows the gators are the deciding factor on what will happen and puts the 
safety of its gators and wranglers first.   
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Along with the Gator Wrestling Stadium, an Alligator Breeding Marsh was added, which is in keeping with Owen’s 
original vision.  The ten-acre wildlife refuge is a spacious, stress-free enironment gators find conducive to breeding 
furthering Gatorland’s consevation efforts.  Walkways and boardwalks allow guests to safely view the animals up-
close and personal.   This area is honestly amazing.  You will see gators of all sizes swimming in their natural habitat 
as well as birds in the all the brush surrounding the waters.   You will see birds getting very close to the gators, yet 
they don’t bother one another.  To me, this speaks volumes on how well the gators are taken care of at Gatorland.  
Surprisingly, the gators actually help the birds in nesting keeping  predators like raccoons and opossums at bay.  It 
truly is the “Circle of Life”.

Throughout the 90’s, Gatorland became more of an educational environment to teach others about the animals.  
Shows that educated guests about different snakes such as rattlesnakes, rat snakes and cottonmouth moccasins 
began to gain speed.  In addition to the snakes, you never know what other animals you may encounter and learn 
about.  The Up-Close Encounters show gets you close to animals you may never encounter otherwise.  

In 1996, Mark McHugh came on board as the Chief Executive Officer of Gatorland.  Mark was a curator and 
animal trainer with SeaWorld before Gatorland.  He is also the son-in-law of his predecessor, Frank Godwin, who 
still sits on the Board of Directors.

In an effort to create a more natural environment for its inhabitants, new CEO Mark McHugh starts to change 
the things that are “man made” and artifical for the animals.  Concrete blocks are removed from the pools allow-
ing the gators to swim in a lake while parrots are able to fly to the open-air perches and pythons can slither along 
in large enclosures.  

The park has continued to debut many new things over the years - one being Alligator Alley, a baby animal petting 
farm and children’s play area - Lilly’s Pad.   At the baby animal petting farm, children and adults are able to get 
up-close and feed animals such as goats, lambs, llamas, turkeys and even ducks.  There is also the Very Merry 
Aviary, which is home to many different 
colored birds.  Guests can enter this area and 
the birds will actually sit on the guests while 
you feed them.  

Another big opening held by Gatorland was 
the Jungle Crocs of the World.  This two-
acre display houses one of the world’s largest 
crocodiles in captivity where crocs can grow 
to over 20-feet in length and can weigh as 
much as a ton.  While most people will never 
get to see a crocodile in the wild, this exhibit 
allows guests to withness the world’s most 
ferocious predator exploding from the water, 
chasing their prey on land at a startling 
speed.

By 1999, the ever-growing park consists of  110 acres of land and  by 2001, the park upgrades the Gatorland 
Express railroad to include an all new trip around the backstage area of the park.  
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In 2006, Gatorland suffered 
a huge loss.  On November 
6, a fire broke out destroying 
the 7,000 sq ft award-winning 
gift shop and all the executive 
offices.  With all the work and 
efforts of the responders they 
were able to contain the fire, 
but unfortunately Gatorland 
did lose one dwarf crocodile, 
2 pythons and two hatchling 
alligators.  

Despite the tragedy,  Gatorland 
moved forward opening Gator 
Gully Splash Park, an excellent 
area to go into and cool off 
on the hot Florida sunny 
days.  In May 2008, the newly 
rebuilt gift shop and executive 
offices of Gatorland re-opened, 

featuring over 19,000 square feet of retail space and as well as the admission pavilion.  

Gatorland is also the home to four leucistic alligators.  One might think upon seeing these gators they are Albino, 
but they are not.  These gators are very unique, ivory in color with blue eyes.  These gators are 11 to 12 feet in length 
and weigh over 800lbs.  Talking to one of the caretakers, he told us there are less than a dozen of these gators on the 
planet -  four of which call Gatorland home and aother resides at Gator Spot at Fun-Spot America.  The caretaker 
we spoke to told us it was amazing these animals ever made it in the wild.  Their color keeps them from being able 
to camoflauge themselves which makes them a target for predators as babies. 

If just walking around and seeing all the 
different animals isn’t enough, you can zip line 
above them.  The Screamin’ Gator Zip Line is 
considered one of the top 10 zip lines in the 
world.  There are a total of five zip lines to go 
through.  Sail over the lakes of gators below 
you as the  instructors explain the details of the 
gators you are flying over, all while keeping you 
safe.  A 10-point inspection takes place before 
visitrs fly away on an airborne adventure.  I 
was scared to do this as it was my first time zip 
lining so there was a lot of fear in that alone.  
I have to say, going over gator-infested waters 
adds quite a bit of thrill to the experience.
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Gatorland is honestly an 
amazing attraction.  Upon 
entering the area, you are in 
awe of the size. There is so 
much to do - whether you 
are  watching the different 
shows throughout the day 
or participating in the live 
feeding experience where you 
are within just meer feet of 
the gators and tossing them 
chunks of food. When you walk 
around the breeding marsh 
and witness some very large 
gators going through the lake, 
it really makes you forget you 
are in a theme park - you feel 
like you are walking through 
the Everglades.  Everywhere 
you look is wildlife and it 
evokes the amazing feeling of 
being one with nature.

For most people, when you think an amusement park or attraction you imagine rides and thrills.  Gatorland is one 
of the best parks I have ever stepped into.  I’ve been to many different parks in my life, from all the Disney parks to 
the most intense roller coaster park of 
Cedar Point.  I’ve been to SeaWorld, 
Animal Kingdom and other animal 
parks and they don’t come close to 
the Gatorland experience.  To me, it 
was awesome getting close to these 
animals.  Seeing how they move and 
do things in their own environment.  
In addition to the animals, the staff of 
Gatorland is absolutely the best staff 
ever.  On the zip line, the instructors 
remembered everyone’s name and 
encouraged everyone through their 
experience.  They are so friendly 
and always smiling - I honestly can’t 
say enough about them.  Next time 
you are in the central Florida area, I 
encourage you to take the 30-minute 
drive from Disney to enjoy a day at 
Gatorland - it’s something you will 
NEVER forget.
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 See You Real Soon...



 See You Real Soon...


